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Symmetric Designs and }'-arcs 
V ASSILI C. MA VRON 
A non-empty subset of points of a symmetric 2 - (v, k, A) design is a A-arc if it meets every block 
in 0 or A points. If a A-arc exists, then it has AS - S + I points, for some integer S ;;J: 2, and 
v = AS2 - S + I, k = AS. 
Designs with such parameters are known under certain conditions for the cases s = A and 
s = A + I. The case A = I corresponds to projective planes of order S - I, while s = 2 gives the 
complements of Hadamard 2-designs. 
This paper shows the use of A-arcs in constructing symmetric 2-designs. The particular cases 
considered are when the induced design on the A-arc is either a projective, affine or inversive plane. 
Constructions are described in the first two cases, one being recursive. For the third case only one 
example is known. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the structure of symmetric 2-designs which 
have A-arcs. A A-arc in a symmetric 2 - (v, k, A) design is a non-empty subset of points 
which meets every block in either 0 or A points (see Sane, Shrikhande and Singhi [13], where 
the more general concept of an arc is introduced for 2-designs). 
It will be seen that symmetric 2-designs with A-arcs must have parameters of the form 
2 - (AS2 - S + 1, AS, A). For s = 2, these are precisely the complements of Hadamard 
2-designs, and for A = I, they are the projective planes of order s - I. In both cases the 
designs have A-arcs. 
Examples from the subclass where s = A + I are known and given in [1], [7] and [12] 
whenever A is the order of an affine plane. For the subclass when A is a power of s and both 
sand s - 1 are prime powers, examples may be found in [10] and [11]. 
We shall be concerned mainly with symmetric 2-designs with A-arcs such that the design 
induced on the A-arc (identifying repeated blocks) is one of the following types: (A) an affine 
plane, (B) a symmetric 2-design, or (C) an inversive plane. 
In case (B) we shall describe a recursive construction such that beginning with a type B 
design we obtain type B designs whose duals also have A-arcs and are of type B. The range 
of parameters of these designs will include those in [10] and [11], but we have no further 
examples. A simple construction will also be given for type A inspired by that given in [7]. 
Only one non-trivial type C design is known to the author. 
Finally, we mention that, in [8], symmetric 2 - (v, k, A) designs are investigated which 
have non-empty subsets, called A-sets, meeting every block in either 0, 1 or A points, such 
that for each point of a A-set there is a unique block meeting it at that point only. Observe 
that a A-set is a A-arc if and only if A = I. The case A = 1 is only of trivial interest here 
and is therefore mainly excluded from consideration. 
2. PARAMETERS 
The basic prerequisites for t-design theory may be found in [4] or in [5]. We shall call a 
2 - (v, k, A) design II symmetric if b = v; that is if II has v blocks. (This is sometimes 
called a square or a projective design.) 
If II is symmetric, then k(k - 1) = A(V - 1) and any two distinct blocks will meet in 
A points. Where convenient, we shall regard blocks in designs as subsets of points. 
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Throughout this section, II will denote a symmetric 2 - (v , k, A) design. To exclude 
trivial considerations we shall normally assume that v > k > A; though we may relax this 
condition in some instances. 
We also assume that IIhas a A-arc M. That is, M is a non-empty subset of m points such 
that IBn MI is 0 or A, for any block B. In the latter case we say B meets M. Obviously 
m ~ A. 
It is easy to see that II induces a design IIo on M whose points are those of M and whose 
blocks are the blocks meeting M. Clearly, IIo is a 2 - (m, A, A) design, with k blocks 
through each point. 
Let (X be the number of blocks of II not meeting M and P the number meeting M. Then, 
obviously, (X + P = v and P is the number of blocks of the design IIo. Thus, from the 
design identities 'bk = vr' and 'r(k - 1) = A(V - I)', we obtain PA = mk and 
k(A - I) = A(m - I). Hence we have: 
m I + k(A - l) jA (2.1) 
and 
Evidently A must divide k. So, letting k = AS, we see that II has parameters 
2 - (As2 - S + I, AS, A) and m = AS - S + 1. 
Now let x be a point not in M and let (XI and PI be the number of blocks on x not meeting 
M and meeting M, respectively. 
Clearly k = (XI + PI' Considering the number of flags (y, B), where x, yare points on 
Band y EM, we have API = Am. Hence PI = m and so (XI = k - m = (k - A)jk 
Thus we may define two more subdesigns rr. and II2 of II on the same point set, namely 
the points of II not in M. The blocks of III are those of II not meeting M, while the blocks 
of II2 are those meeting M. 
From the above discussion it is easy to see that III is a I - (As(s - I), AS, S - I) design , 
whose dual design III* has parameters 2 - «s - 1)2, S - I, A) and that II2 is a 
I - ().s(s - I), A(S - I), AS - S + I) design. 
We shall examine the possibility of reversing this decomposition to construct families of 
symmetric 2-designs in particular cases. 
One approach is to assume that the design IIo induced on M is some well known type of 
structure. Another is to consider the possibility that the point set of iI admits a partition 
by A-arcs. We consider the parametric consequences of some of these assumptions. 
First we need the concept of a sum of designs. The sum of a collection of designs, which 
have the same point set and block size, is the design on that point set whose block set is the 
union of the block sets of the designs in the collection. The sum design may therefore have 
repeated blocks. 
It is interesting to observe that the design II" defined earlier has the parameters of the 
sum of ). affine planes of order S - I, although a plane of this order may not exist. 
In the following lemmas, we assume the above notation and hypothesis on II. 
LEMMA 2.2. If A =1= 1 and the points of II can be partitioned by A-arcs, then s = A + I and 
II has parameters 2 - (A3 + 2J..2, A2 + A, A). 
PROOF. Clearly m must divide v. We have v = AS2 + s + I and m = ),s - s + I where 
k = AS, S ~ 2. Since m divides v then m divides AS(S - 1). But m and S are evidently 
coprime, so m divides A(s - I). Therefore m = AS - S + 1 ~ A(S - I) and hence 
s ~A +l. 
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Also, m must divide v - sm = (s - l? = (AS - m)2. Therefore m divides A2S2 and 
hence divides A 2. So )02 ?! m which implies s ~ A + 1. Hence s = A + 1, m = A 2 and the 
parameters of II are as asserted. 
The parameters in (2.2) will be encountered once again, but from another direction. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A i= 1 and the design IIo is a sum of affine 2-designs then the latter are all 
affine plane of order A, and II has parameters as in (2.2). 
PROOF. Assume IIo is the sum of f.1 affine 2 - (m, A, Af.1-I) designs. Then from parametric 
properties of affine 2-designs (see [4] or [5]) we have that A divides m and m divides A2. 
Now m = AS - s + 1, so A divides s - 1 and so s ?! A + 1. Since m divides A2 then 
m ~ A2 , implying that s ~ A + 1. Hence s = A + 1, as in (2.2), and A = f.1. 
We look now at the analogous situation when IIo is a sum of symmetric 2-designs. 
LEMMA 2.4. If A i= 1 and the design IIo is a sum of symmetric 2-designs, then the latter are 
all 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, AS-I) designs. 
PROOF. If the 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, A) design IIo is a sum of f.1 symmetric 
2 - (AS - s + 1, A, Af.1-I) designs, then the design identity 'k(k - 1) = ),(v - 1)' gives 
f.1 = s. 
Next we look at the possibility that IIo is a 3-design. 
LEMMA 2.5. If A ?! 3 and IIo is a 3-design, then IIo is an inversive plane of order s. Moreover, 
s = A - 1 and so II has parameters 2 - (A3 - 2A2 + 2, A2 - A, A) in this case. 
PROOF. If the 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, A) design IIo is a 3 - (AS - s + 1, A, f.1) design, with 
A ?!. 3, then f.1 = A(A - 2)/(AS - s - 1). Let u = AS - s - 1. 
Then u divides (A - 1? - 1 and hence divides (A - l)(s - A + 1). But, since u and 
A - 1 are coprime, then u divides s - A + 1. This implies that either s = A - 1 or else 
u ~ s - A + 1. Since A ?! 3, the latter cannot occur, so s = A - 1 and the rest of the 
proof follows easily. 
Now we consider some special types of A-arcs. For this we need the following definition. 
The integer d is defined by d = min {s, A} if A i= 1, and d = s if A = 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. If X is any block meeting M, then there are at most d blocks Y such that 
X n M = Y n M ( = X n Y, if X i= Y). There are s blocks containing X n M if and only 
if each point not in M is on a unique block containing X n M; in which case s ~ A. 
PROOF. There are v - m = AS(S - 1) points not in M and any block Y containing 
X n M has k - A = A(S - 1) points not in M. Since two distinct blocks containing the 
A points in X n M meet only in these points, it is clear that there are at most s blocks 
containing X n M. 
If A ?! 2, it follows from the parameters of II that no more than A blocks can contain 
the A points of X n M. If), = 1, II is a projective plane of order s - 1 and M consists of 
just one point which is on s blocks. The rest of the proof is straightforward. 
We shall say that the A-arc M is singular if for every block meeting M there are exactly 
d blocks containing its intersection with M. 
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Clearly, every A-arc in a projective plane is singular. For A =/; 1, we have easily the 
following properties of singular A-arcs. Recall that d = min {s, A} for A =/; 1. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose A =/; 1. 
(i) M is a singular A-arc if and only if the design IT induced by II on M, ignoring repetitions 
of blocks, is a 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, Ad-I) design. 
(ii) If M is singular, then either s divides A or else s ~ A + 1. 
PROOF. (i) follows easily from the definition of a singular arc. If M is singular, clearly d 
divides A and, by definition, if s ~ A, then d = s. 
The case s ~ A (that is, d = s) for the A-arc M is of interest. In the next lemma, II' is 
as in (2.7) and II2 was defined earlier in this section. 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume M is singular and A =/; 1. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) s ~ A; (ii) II' is a symmetric 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, AS-I) design; (iii) lIz is an affine 
1 - (AS(S - 1), A(S - 1), AS - s + 1) design. 
PROOF. From the parameters of II' in (2.7) it is easy to see that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
Suppose (i) and (ii) are true. Then d = sand (2.6) implies lIz is resolvable: two blocks of 
lIz being parallel if they meet M in the same points. 
If X, Yare blocks of II meeting M and X n M =/; Y n M, then from the parameters of 
the symmetric 2-design II' it follows that X n M and Y n M have AS- I common points 
and so X meets Y in A - AS- I points not in M. Hence two distinct blocks of II2 meet in 
either 0 or AS - AS- I points, proving that II2 is affine. Thus (i) implies (iii). 
Conversely, if (iii) holds it is easy to see that, in II', any two distinct blocks meet in a 
constant number of points (namely AS-I). Thus the dual of the 2-design II' is also a 2-design 
and so II' is symmetric. Therefore (iii) implies (ii) and the proof is complete. 
The various !possibilities considered in this section for II and M motivate us to investigate 
further the following three types of design II with a A-arc M. It should be noted that only 
in the first two types is M singular. M cannot be singular in the third type, by (2.7) (ii), since 
A-I does not divide A if A ~ 3. 
TYPE A: s = A + 1. II is a 2 - (A3 + 2A2, A2 + A, A) design and M is singular. The 
design IIo induced on M is then the sum of A copies of an affihe plane of order A. 
TYPEB:sdividesA.IIisa2 - (AS2 - S + I,As,A)designandMissingular.IfA =/; 1, 
then s divides A and IIo is the sum of s copies of a symmetric 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, AS-I) 
design and lIz is an affine 1 - (AS(S - 1), A(S - 1), AS - s + 1) design. 
TYPEC:S = A - I,A ~ 3.IIisa2 - (A3 - 2A2 + 2,A2 - A,A)designandIIoisan 
inversive plane of order A-I. 
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to considering these three types of design. 
3. TYPE A DESIGNS 
Designs with Type A parameters are known to exist whenever A is the order of an affine 
plane. They have been constructed by a variety of methods by various authors who are 
mentioned in the introduction. 
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In [13], designs with Type A parameters are labelled F; .. They are studied there in the 
context of extensions of symmetric 2-designs. 
Sane [12] analysed the geometry of what he calls quasi-affine designs. He defines a design 
to be quasi-affine if it has Type A parameters and its point set can be partitioned into 
subsets, on each of which is induced the sum of A copies of the same affine plane of order 
A. It follows easily that each such subset is a singular A-arc and, in view of (2.2), the 
condition that the design has Type A parameters is redundant. 
An interesting point is that, according to Sane, all known designs with Type A parameters 
are quasi-affine and hence have partitions by A-arcs. Indeed, it is proved in [12] that the 
partition of the points by singular A-arcs is unique for a quasi-affine design. 
Jungnickel and Lenz [7] give a construction for designs which include those with Type 
A parameters. Their method, which is in terms of auxiliary matrices, motivates the geometric 
matrix-free construction we give here. This yields Type A designs with singular A-arcs which 
also satisfy the hypotheses of (2.2) and (2.3). Let 2: be an affine plane of order A and let G 
be the additive group of integers modulo A + 2. 
Denote the point class of 2: by P and its A + 1 parallel classes by ~, 0 =I j E G. 
A design II is defined thus. Its points are labelled Pi and its blocks [qJ, where p, q E P and 
i, j E G. Incidence is defined as follows. 
Let q E P andj E G. Then the block [qJ consists of all points Pi' where i =I j and P is on 
the unique line of Cj - i through q in 2:. (Thus if P =I q, the latter condition is equivalent to 
saying that the line joining P and q in 2: is in the parallel class ~-i.) Since there are A + 1 
choices of i #- j and each line of 2: has A points, it follows that any block of II consists of 
A 2 + A points. 
Evidently II has A2(A + 2) points and the same number of blocks. The proof that any 
pair of points is contained in A blocks is essentially in [7]. 
This proves that IIis a symmetric 2-design with Type A parameters. It is straightforward 
to verify that for each i E G, the subset {pdp E P} of points of IIis a singular A-arc on which 
II induces the sum of A copies of 2:. It is obvious that these A-arcs partition the point set 
of II. 
Observe that II is self-dual and admits the polarity Pi ~ [p;] which has no absolute 
points. Thus the dual of II is also of Type A and admits a partition of its points by A-arcs. 
Further details concerning this interesting property and more concerning quasi-affine 
designs may be found in Sane [12]. 
4. TYPE B DESIGNS 
Designs with Type B parameters have been constructed by Beker and Piper [2], Mitchell 
[10] and Rajkundlia [11] in the case when A is a power of s and both sand s - 1 are prime 
powers. The second paper generalizes the geometric design techniques of the first. It is not 
clear whether the designs constructed are of Type B or even if they have A-arcs. Seberry [14] 
gives an alternative form for Rajkundlia's construction using GH matrices over abelian 
groups of order s (see Jungnickel [6] for a survey of GH matrices and related structures). 
The recursive construction we give here assumes only the existence of a hypernet with 
suitable parameters and of a Type B design. The recursion works at each stage because of 
the existence of a singular A-arc. 
Our construction will produce Type B designs whose duals are also of Type B. The 
technique is geometrically transparent because it does not involve incidence and related 
matrices and emphasizes the crucial role played by singular A-arcs in the recursion. 
Before giving the construction, we shall define hypernets and mention some of their 
properties. 
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An H(s, Jl) hypernet is a symmetric I - (JlS2 , JlS, Jls) design which is affine and whose 
dual is also affine. That is, the blocks of the hypernet can be partitioned into subsets of S 
blocks, called block classes, such that distinct blocks in the same block class are disjoint 
while any two blocks from different block classes meet in Jl points. Blocks in the same block 
class are said to be parallel. Clearly, the blocks of any block class partition the point set of 
the hyperset and the number of block classes is JlS. Point classes are defined dually (see [6] 
or [9] for surveys). 
Suppose that there exists an H(s, A(S - I» hypernet r and a symmetric 
2 - (AS 2 - S + I, AS, A) design II which has a singular A-arc M. Thus, if A =f I, the 
2 - (AS - s + I, A, A) design IIo induced on M is obtained by repeating each block s 
times in some symmetric 2 - (AS - s + I, A, A/S) design, which we denote by A IfA = I, 
take the trivial 2 - (1, I, 0) as ,,1. 
Hence, if X is a block of II meeting M, then X n M is a block of ,,1 and exactly S blocks 
Y of II induce the same block (that is, X n M = Y n M). 
Define a bijection 1X0 from the block set of ,,1 onto the point set of ,,1 (namely the points 
of M). Then 1X0 induces a surjection IX from the set of blocks of II meeting M onto the points 
of M, so that if X is such a block then IX(X) = 1X0(X n M). Hence, by what we said before, 
there will be exactly s blocks Y such that IX(X) = IX(Y). 
Next define a bijection 130 from the point classes of r onto the AS(S - I) points of II not 
in M. Then we can extend 130 to a surjection 13 from the set of points of r onto the points 
of II not in M, such that 13 maps a point onto the image of its point class. Thus two points 
under 13 will have the same image if and only if they are parallel (that is, in the same point 
class). 
Finally, define a bijection from the block classes of r onto the points of II not in M and 
similarly extend it to a surjection y from the blocks of r onto the points of II not in M. 
Now we can define a symmetric 2 - (AS3 - S + I, AS2, AS) design ti, which is such that 
ti has a singular As-arc and its dual design ti* (which has the same parameters) has a 
singular As-arC. 
The points of ti are all those of r together with points labelled [X], where X is any block 
of II. 
The blocks of ti are labelled < Y >, where Y is a block of either r or II. Incidences are 
defined as follows. 
Let Y be a block of r. Then < Y > consists of the points on Yin rand all points [X], where 
X is any block of II on the point y(Y) (which is not in M). 
Now let Y be a block of II. Then < Y > consists of the following points of ti: 
(i) All points y of r such that f3( y) is a point of Y in II (and not in M). 
(ii) All points [X], where X is a blockk of II meeting M such that the point IX(X) is on Y 
(and in M). 
We show that ti is a symmetric 2 - (AS3 - S + I, AS2 , AS) design. Clearly, ti has 
A(S - I) S2 + AS2 - S + I = AS3 - S + I points and the same number of blocks. 
Consider a block < Y > of ti. First suppose Y is a block of r. In ti, the block < Y > is on 
AS(S - I) points of r and on the AS points [X], where X is any of the AS blocks of II on 
the point y( Y). Thus < Y > has AS2 points. 
Now suppose Y is a block of II and let n = I Y n MI; so n is 0 or A. A point y of r is 
on <Y> in tiifand only if f3(y) E y\(Y n M). Since y\(Y n M) has AS - n points and 
any point in it is the image under 13 of s points of a point class of r, then it follows that 
< Y > is on S(AS - n) points of r in ti. In addition, < Y > is on the sn points [X], where X 
is any block of II meeting M and IX(X) E Y n M (noting that exactly s blocks have the same 
image as X under IX). Thus again < Y > has AS2 points. 
It remains to verify that any pair of points of ti are together on AS blocks. There are three 
cases to consider. 
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CASE 1. Let x, y be distinct points of 1. First assume x, yare parallel so that they belong 
to the same point class in rand therefore fJ(x) = fJ(y). Then a block <Y) of 11 contains 
x and y if and only if Y is a block of II on the point fJ(x) . Thus x, yare contained in As 
blocks of 11. 
Now suppose x, yare not parallel, so that there are A(s - 1) blocks of Tcontaining them 
and fJ(x) #- fJ( y). Therefore x, yare on A(s - 1) blocks < Y), with Ya block of 1. 
A block < Y), with Ya block of II, contains x and y if and only if Y is one of the A blocks 
of II containing fJ(x) and fJ( y). Hence x, yare contained in Asn blocks of 11 in total. 
CASE 2. Consider points x, [X] of 11, where x is a point of T and X a block of II. Let 
n = I X n MI; so n is 0 or A. Let < Y) be a block of 11. 
First assume Y is in 1. Then < Y) contains x and [X] if and only if Y contains x in T and 
y(X) E X \ (X n M). Now for each of the As - n point of X not in M there is a unique 
block class of Twhose blocks are all mapped onto that point by y. In each such block class, 
there is a unique block on x. It follows that exactly As - n blocks < Y) contain x and [X], 
with Yin 1. 
Next assume Y is in II. Then < Y) is on x if and only if Y is on fJ(x). Now < Y) is on 
[X] if and only if X meets M and Y is on a(X). If X meets M, then a(X) #- fJ(X), since 
a(X) E M and fJ(x) ¢ M; so there are A blocks containing a(X) and fJ(x). It follows that 
the number of blocks of 11 containing x and [X] is As, whether n is 0 or A. 
CASE 3. Consider distinct points [XI]' [X2 ], where XI, X2 are blocks of II. A block <Y) 
of n contains [Xd and [X2 ] if and only if either: 
(a) Y is in T and y(Y) E (XI 11 X 2 )\ M; or 
(b) Y is a block in II containing the points a(XI ), a(X2 ) of M and XI, X 2 both meet M. 
Thus, since all of the s blocks parallel to Y in (a) have the same image under y, it follows 
that (a) will contribute sl (XI n X 2 )\MI blocks. 
If XI, X 2 do not both meet M, then (b) contributes nothing and, since (XI n X2 )\ M = 
XI n X 2 which has A points, then (a) contributes As blocks. 
Suppose XI, X2 both meet M, so XI n M, X 2 n M are blocks of .1. By definition of a , 
we have that a(XI) = a(X2 ) if and only if XI n M = X 2 11 M. Assume a(XI ) #- a(X2). 
Then XI 11 M, X2 11 M are different blocks of .1 and meet in AS- I points of M; so that 
I (XI n X 2)\ MI = A - AS-I. Therefore (a) contributes As - A blocks, while (b) contributes 
the number of blocks containing a (XI ), a(X2 ) in II, which is A. 
If a(XI) = a(X2), then XI n X 2 = XI n M and I (XI 11 X 2)\ MI = o. So (a) contributes 
nothing while (b) contributes the number of blocks on a(XI ), which is As. Thus, in either 
case we have a total of As blocks through the given pair of points. 
This proves that 11 is a symmetric 2 - (AS3 - S + 1, AS2 , As) design. 
Next we show that 11 has a singular As-arc. Let Q be the set of all points [X], where X 
is a block of II. Consider any block < Y) of 11. There are two cases to consider: 
(i) If Y is a block of T , then Q n < Y ) consists of all blocks [X], where X is any of the 
As blocks on the point y( Y). 
(ii) If Y is a block of II, then Q n < Y ) consists of all blocks [X], where X is any block 
meeting M such that a(X) E Y n M. Therefore we have IQ n <Y)I = sl Y n MI, since 
each point of M corresponds under a to s blocks meeting M. So since I Y n MI is 0 or A, 
then < Y) meets Q in 0 or As points. Hence Q is a As-arc of 11. 
In case (i), Q 11 < Y) = Q 11 < Z) for any of the s blocks Z parallel to Yin 1. Since M 
is singular, there are s blocks Z in II such that Z n M = Y n M, and hence such that 
Q 11 <Z) = Q 11 <Y). Therefore Q is a singular As-arc. 
It is not clear, however, what the symmetric design is which has the parameters of II and 
s copies of which give the design induced on the As-arc Q. In the case of the As-arc which 
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we shall show exists in the dual design Ii* of t1, we can easily describe what the corresponding 
design is. 
Now we show that the dual design Ii* (which has the same parameters as Ii) has a 
singular As-arc. 
Let N be the set of all blocks < Y> of Ii, where Y is a block of II. We show N is a As-arc 
of Ii* by showing that every point of Ii is on either 0 or A blocks in N. 
A point x of Ii which is a point of r is on a block < Y> E N if and only if Y is on the 
point P(x). So x is on AS blocks from N. 
Now consider a point [X] of Ii, where X is a block of II. A block < Y > E N is on [N] if 
and only if X meets M and Y is on the point O(X). So if X does not meetM, then [X] is on 
no block from N. Otherwise, if X meets M then the number of blocks in N on [X] is the 
number of blocks of II on O(X), namely AS. Hence N is a As-arc of Ii*. 
To show N is singular, observe first that we have shown that the s points in any point 
class of rare, as points of Ii, on exactly the same blocks from N. Secondly, if X is a block 
of II meeting M, then since M is singular there are s blocks containing X n M. If Z is one 
of these s blocks, then the points [X], [Z] of Ii are on precisely the same blocks from N. 
It follows that N is singular. 
It is easy to see from the above discussion that the design induced on the As-arc N by Ii* 
is just s copies of II*. 
In the next theorem we sum up what has been proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that there exists a hypernet H(s, A(S - 1)) and a symmetric 
2 - (AS2 - S + 1, AS, A) design with a singular A-arc. Then: 
(i) if A f= 1, then s divides A and there exists a symmetric 2 - (AS - s + 1, A, A/S) design; 
(ii) there exists a symmetric 2 - (AS3 - S + 1, AS2, AS) design with a singular As-arc, whose 
dual design also has a singular As-arc. 
Before discussing some applications, we note the following results: 
THEOREM 4.2. (See [9] for example.) 
(i) If s is the order of an affine plane and there exists an H(s, p,) then there exists an H(s, p,s). 
(ii) There exists an H(2, p,) if and only if p, is even and there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 
2p,. 
THEOREM 4.3. (For references see [4] or [5].) If n is a positive integer, then there exists a 
Hadamard matrix of order 4n if and only if there exists a symmetric 2 - (4n - 1, 2n - 1, 
n - I) design. 
THEOREM 4.4. ([11]). If sand s - I are both prime powers, then there exists an 
H(s, s - 1). 
Now we deduce some interesting consequences of (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose s is the order of a projective plane and that there exists an 
H(s, A(S - 1)). Then if there exists a symmetric 2 - (AS2 - S + 1, AS, A) design with a 
singular A-arc, then there exists a symmetric 2 - (ASn - s + 1, ASn- 1, ASn- 2) design for all 
integers n ~ 1. If n ~ 2, the latter design and its dual both have singular ASn- 2 -arcs. 
PROOF. Apply (4.2) (i) and (4.1) recursively. 
COROLLARY 4.6 (cf. [10] and [lID· If sand s - 1 are both prime powers, then there exists 
asymmetric2 - (sn - S + l,sn-l, sn-2) design,for allintegersn ~ 2,suchthatthedesign 
and its dual both have singular s·-2-arcs. 
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PROOF. Since sand s - I are prime powers, there exist projective planes of orders sand 
s - I. A projective plane of order s - 1 has parameters 2 - (S2 - S + I, s, I) and any 
single point constitutes a I-arc. Now apply (4.4) and (4.5), with A = I, to complete the 
proof. 
A symmetric 2 - (4..1. + 3, 2..1. + I, A) design is known as a Hadamard 2-design. By 
(4.3), such a design exists if and only if 4..1. + 4 is the order of a Hadamard matrix. The 
following lemma shows the connection with Type B designs. 
LEMMA 4.7. A Type B design II with parameters 2 - (As2 - S + I, AS, A) is the comple-
ment of a Hadamard 2-design if and only if s = 2. In this case, the A-arcs of II are precisely 
the complements of its blocks. 
If A oF I and II has a singular A-arc, then A must be even. 
PRooF.Ifs = 2,IIisa2 - (4..1. - 1, 2..1., A) design and its complement is a2 - (4..1. - I, 
2..1. - I, A - I) design which is therefore Hadamard. The converse is obvious. 
If s = 2, it is clear that the complement of any block of II is a A-arc. Conversely, if M 
is a A-arc then I MI = 2A. - I and, from (2.1), it follows that exactly one block does not 
meet M . Then it is obvious M must be the complement of that block. If M is singular and 
A oF I , then s divides A, by (2.7), and so A is even. 
Singular A-arcs in Hadamard 2-designs are related to lines in 2-designs. The line joining 
two distinct points in a 2-design is the intersection of all blocks containing them. In a 
Hadamard 2-design, it is easy to see that a line has at most 3 points. 
It is straightforward to show that in a 2 - (4..1. - I, 2..1., A) design II, the A-arcs (that is, 
block complements) which are singular are in one-to-one correspondence with the lines of 
size 3 in the dual design of the complement of II. Then, using the Dembowski-Wagner 
Theorem (see [4] or [5]), one can deduce that all A-arcs in II are singular if and only if II 
is the complementary design of the points and hyperplanes of the n-dimensional projective 
space over GF(2), where A = 2"-1 . 
Using (4.2), (4.3) and (4.7), one can interpret (4.5) in the case s = 2 as an existence 
theorem for Hadamard matrices, which asserts the existence of Hadamard matrices of 
orders ..1.2", n ~ I, under certain conditions when Hadamard matrices of orders 2A. and 4..1. 
exist. However, the well known simple 'doubling' technique for Hadamard matrices will 
lead to the same conclusion assuming only the existence of a Hadamard matrix of order 2..1. 
(see [3], for example). 
We conclude this section by saying that the problem in trying to apply (4.1) to construct 
new families of symmetric 2-designs is the lack of known suitable hypernets. 
5. TYPE C DESIGNS 
Recall that a Type C design is a symmetric 2 - (..1. 3 - 2..1.2 + 2, ..1.2 - A, A) design II, 
A ~ 3, with a A-arc M such that the design which II induces on M is an inversive plane of 
order A - I. Observe that an inversive plane of order A - I is any 3 - (..1.2 - 2..1. + 2, A, I) 
design, A ~ 3. 
Note that all known finite inversive planes have prime power order. Thus, if we are to 
construct a Type C design from a known inversive plane, then the resulting design will have 
A - I a prime power. 
The author knows of only one design with parameters of the form 2 - (..1. 3 - 2..1.2 + 2, 
..1.2 - A, A). It is the unique 2 - (II, 6, 3) design r which is the complement of the 
Hadamard 2 - (11, 5, 2) design. In fact this design is of Type C. We verify this as follows. 
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Let B be any block of the design and B' its complement. Then B' is a 3-arc of r. To show 
Tis of Type C it is enough to show that any three distinct points x, y, z in B' are contained 
in a unique block of r. Now B' is a block of the 2 - (11, 5, 2) design r, the complement 
of r. Therefore the two points on B' different from x, y, z are contained in a unique block 
C of r, where C "# B'. Then the complement of C is a block of T containing x, y, z and 
is clearly unique. 
Using theorems of Bruck, Ryser, Chowla and Shrikhande (see [4] or [5]) and some 
straightforward calculations one can easily show that the smallest possibility for a Type C 
design, with A "# 3 and a A-arc on which is induced a known inversive plane, is one with 
A = 17. It would therefore have parameters 2 - (4337, 272, 17) and a A-arc on which is 
induced an inversive plane of order 16. There is only one known inversive plane of this 
order. 
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